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Super Anchor Deluxe
Harness w Tool Bags

Guardian Cyclone
Construction Harness

Guardian EDGE
Premium Harness

•SAS3 Tri-Lam Fabric - Transfers Load and "Cyclone Construction Harness" offers
"Premium Edge Harness" features an
will not absorb moisture
overall comfort and styling that is far
award winning design. This harness has
•Full Set of "All-Pakka" custom tool bags superior than many other harnesses on the
been equipped with five points of
•1 rear and 2 side D-rings
market. The harness features ultra-flow
adjustment, an impact indicator, and an
•Heavy Duty 2" wide, 16 Grommet Belt
padding that helps to keep sweat away. A
adjustable dorsal D-ring. The padded
•Quick Release Connectors
double grommeted tool belt provides the
harness is made of closed cell foam with
•Dual Fall Indicators
ultimate support. Multiple tool belt
mesh lining that breathes. Convenient slots
•Heavy Duty D-Ring Pad
configurations are available.
offer a place to clip your radio, phone, or
•3 Colors to Choose From
Hydrapak straw.

$279.95

$169.95

$139.95

Guardian Cyclone Accessories
Pro Tool Belt
$ 114.95
Pro Hammer Holder
$ 19.95
Pro Quad Pocket Bag
$ 34.95
Pro Tri Pocket Bag
$ 34.95

Super Anchor Max X-Line
Lifeline w/ Air Hose

Guardian Aardvark
Retractable Lifeline

Guardian Vertical Lifeline
Assembly

•Combines air hose & safety lifeline in 1!
•Workers cannot roof with air gun unless
they are tied off
•Cuts down on tripping hazards by 50%
•Long lasting materials used throughout
•Pre-Installed Super Grab Rope Grab

Lightweight
Durable Housing
Swivel Top
Incorporates RFID Technology
Cable Grip
Anti-Nuisance Lock Up Feature

3 strand Polydac™ rope
100% resistant to rot or mildew
Provides good abrasion protection
Complete assembly includes: rope, shock
absorber, positioning device, & 18"
extension lanyard

30 Ft.
50 Ft.

$214.95
$254.95

25 Ft.
50 Ft.

$274.95
$399.95

25 Ft.

$99.95
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Guardian
Bucket of Safe-Tie

Guardian Temper ReUsable Roof Anchor

Guardian Residential
Guardrail System

The Guardian Fall Protection "Bucket of
"Temper Reusable Anchor" is a reusable
“Residential Guardrail System” is a roof
Safe-Tie" is built by the roofer for the roofer
anchor designed for temporary use on
bracket designed with a guardrail holder &
and is the only "roofing kit" that
wood rooftops. This anchor meets all
bracing support. The bracket is adjustable
incorporates an integrated shock absorber applicable OSHA and ANSI standards for from 6/12 to 12/12. The lightweight system
into the lifeline. With this unique feature,
fall arrest. This product can be installed
is slotted for easy removal & compact for
the user will never have to worry about
with screws or duplex nails (depending on
storage. Max spacing is 8' apart. When
adding a shock absorbing lanyard to his fall roof pitch). The anchor can fit up to a 12/12
used with 2x4 & 2x6 toe boards, the
protection system.
roof pitch and all the necessary fasteners
system complies with OSHA regulations.
are included.

$109.95

Kit

$19.95

Each

$92.95

Each

